
Scientific Method & 
Properties of  Water

Mini-Lab #1 2020-21



Introduction

• Water makes life possible on Earth

• Water is the only common 
substance to exist in the natural 
environment in all three physical 
states of  matter
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Introduction

• Most abundant liquid in the world

• Makes up at least half  of  all living 
organisms and up to 95% of  some 
species.

• 75% of  earth is submerged in water

• Water has many properties that 
make it unique.
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Introduction…Water

• An individual water molecule is composed of  
two hydrogen atoms and one oxygen atom.

• This allows water molecules to attract each 
other and produce hydrogen bonds.



Properties of  Water
Cohesion, Surface Tension and Adhesion



Cohesion

• Cohesion

• Attraction of  a molecule to another of  
the same substance.

• Results from the formation of  
hydrogen bonds.

• Causes individual water molecules 
on the top to be drawn inward 
allowing for the appearance a 
smooth surface.



Cohesion

• Surface tension is a measure of  how 
difficult it is to break the surface of  a liquid

• Water has an unusually high surface 
tension due to hydrogen bonding 
(cohesion) between the molecules at the 
air-water interface and to the water below.



Adhesion

• Adhesion
• Attraction of  molecules that are of  

different substances.

• Example of  water in a graduated 
cylinder.

• Example: - Allows water to climb up 
plant vessels.



Cohesion & Adhesion…Movement of  Water in 
Plants
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Water on a Penny



Forces Utilized with 
Water on Penny

• The forces of  adhesion and 
cohesion allows for a water dome 
to build on a penny as multiple 
drops are added.



Experiment



Steps of  the 
Scientific 
Method



Step #1…Create and 
State a Problem

How many drops of  water will a 
penny hold?



Step #2…Create 
a Hypothesis & 
it’s Variables

• Students develop hypothesis, independent variable and dependent variables.

• Write an if-then statement indicating how many drops the experimenter 
(student) thinks can be placed on the penny before tipping over.



Step #3…Test the 
Hypothesis {Run 
Experiment}

• Materials

• Penny

• Pipette

• If  not available, paper towel dipped in 
water to allow slow addition of  water 
drops.

• Water

• Paper towel

• Beaker

• If  not available, students can use a cup



Step #3…Test the Hypothesis 
{Run Experiment}

• Procedures

• Place the penny on a flat surface 
{heads up}

• Use the pipette (water soaked paper 
towel) to drop water on the penny 
one droplet at a time.



Step #3…Test the Hypothesis 
{Run Experiment}

• Procedures

• Count the number of  drops until the 
water spills over the edge of  the 
penny.

• Students are to run the experiment 
TEN times.

• Students are to also record 
themselves while completing the 
lab as that will also be uploaded 
onto Canvas.



Step #4…Recording and Analyzing Data
Step #5…Conclusion
Step #6…Replicate Work

• Students record the number 
of  drops before the water 
spilled over for each trial 
AND record their group 
members trials into their 
notebooks also.
• Students are to create 

graphs that represent the 
data from all members of
the group.

• Students formulate a 
conclusion based on the 
hypothesis and the data 
collected.


